From the desk of Captain Rodney Stich
POB 4, Alamo, CA 94507
Veteran crusader against corruption in government, cover-ups, and resulting catastrophic events

Phone: 925-944-1930; FAX 925-295-1203 stich@rodneystich.com
June 26, 2013

Melinda Haag, U.S. Attorney
Federal Courthouse
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102 FAX 1-415-436-7234

Ref: Illegal seizure of my mail and forwarding to unknown destination, apparently resulting from my
attempts to expose corruption making possible the success of the initial al Qaeda attacks
To Melinda Haag,
I am bringing to your attention a federal offense that appear to have links to my efforts exposing corrupt
conduct enabling the success of several of the initial al Qaeda attacks upon major U.S. targets.
The immediate issue I bring to your attention is the illegal theft of my mail by the postmaster of the Alamo,
California post office, and forwarding it to unknown sources. The postmaster is apparently complying with
illegal orders by a source in government. That theft of mail is associated with the my recent notifications to
members of Congress1 revealing the corrupt acts that had a major role in the success of those early al Qaeda
attacks. I am a former federal agent who has been uncovering for several decades of corruption that resulted
in great harm, deaths, and catastrophic events. The most recent discoveries relate to the corrupt acts that
directly enabled the initial and worse al Qaeda attacks to succeed.
These allegations are based upon my personal discoveries; information provided to me by a former FBI
agent; a former mole in a key al Qaeda cell, and other sources. Briefly, here are the facts, starting with the
lesser offense of theft of my incoming mail by government personnel:


Upon checking my mail at Post Office box 4, Alamo, California, prior to departing for Honolulu on
June 14, 2013, I discovered that a plate was placed over the box, preventing mail being placed in it.
My prior mail from my many confidants was missing. Upon my return to California, I contacted the
postmaster, Anne Marie McClure, on June 24, 2013, seeking information on the matter. Her
responses were evasive as she sought to cover up for what occurred. She did admit that my mail was
being diverted from my POB to a location that she would not disclose.



The illegal seizure of mail by the United States Postal Service is a major offense. But making it far
more serious is the reason for seizing the mail. After years of uncovering and seeking to expose
conduct constituting federal crimes against the United States that resulted in serious and often
catastrophic events, I became privy to corruption that enabled the first series of major al Qaeda
attacks to occur—including the hijackings of U.S. airliners.



Among my many confidants was a mole in the al Qaeda cell headed by al Qaeda operative, Ramzi
Yousef. That mole was a former Mafiosi in New York City. He was obtaining advance information
on planned terrorist attacks from that key al Qaeda member. That mole, and his New York City
attorney, provided ultra-valuable information to FBI agents in the New York City offices concerning
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the planned attacks as the information was received directly from Yousef. Those planned attacks
including hijackings U.S. airliners.


Local FBI agents in the New York City offices considered the unprecedented source of information
of great value. They even set up a fictitious Mafia corporation through which Ramzi Yousef made
numerous phone calls to al Qaeda operatives in the United States and overseas.



Despite the value of that information, high-level employees in the U.S. Department of Justice at
Washington deep-sixth the critical information. That conduct prevented multiple government
agencies from taking action to prevent the success of those attacks.



The reason for deep-sixing the information was the scheme by these same Department of Justice
officials. They had planned to falsely discredit the testimony that mole was scheduled to present in
several criminal trials. He would be testifying about the murders that his Mafia capo father
committed with the help of a key FBI supervisor. The scheme was to protect that key FBI supervisor
by falsely discrediting the mole. The scheme would fail if the mole’s efforts in seeking to protect the
United States from the terrorist attacks had been revealed. The solution? Withhold the valuable
information on the planned attacks that the mole and his attorney was providing to FBI agents.



Approximately 4,000 people died in those forewarned terrorist attacks, including the 9/11 hijackings.
Tens of thousands more died in the two wars that was motivated by the 9/11 hijackings. These
deaths, and the nation’s worst series of easily preventable terrorist attacks in its history, were made
possible by the corrupt acts of those key personnel in the U.S. Department of Justice.



More corrupt cover-ups followed, including the withholding of this information by DOJ personnel
involved in the 9/11 Commission, and elsewhere.



The above events are just a starter on the corruption and grave national consequences that I and my
large number of former government agents and insiders have discovered during the past 40 years.



Every attempt to report and halt the corruption in covert and overt government operations
encountered cover-ups and harmful retaliation by Department of Justice personnel. Some of it came
from personnel in your office prior to your arrival. The years of criminal attacks upon me inflicted
great and irreparable personal and financial harm, solely to cover up for harm-resulting crimes
against the United States and its people. Federal prosecutors even charged me with criminal
contempt of court for filing a federal action under the federal crime reporting statute, Title 18 U.S.C.
§ 4.2 I sought to carry out my responsibility by reporting and seeking to halt criminal conduct that
had already played major enabling roles in a series of deadly aviation disasters, and ended up being
severely harmed. (Details in the book, History of Aviation Disasters: 1950 to 9/11.)



The years of heavily documented retaliation by Department of Justice personnel against me, a former
federal agent, seeking to report ongoing corruption involving key government personnel, already
responsible for a series of catastrophic aviation events, made possible the misconduct that enabled
the easily preventable terrorist successes. These tactics and consequences will continue to occur
until this culture is adequately addressed. Based on the number of people involved, that is doubtful.



Details of these matters can be found at www.defraudingamerica.com, along with information on my
background and credibility. Seeking to circumvent the deep-seated culture of cover-ups, I also wrote
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other not-for-profit books seeking to inform and motivate the public to react to what was being done
to them by powerful forces in the U.S. government. These other books include, for instance, Crimes
of the FBI-DOJ, Mafia, and al Qaeda; Terrorism and the Deadliest Enabling Scandals of the 21st
Century; Defrauding America; America’s Corrupt War on Drugs; and others. (Available at
amazon.com.)
As a start, you should address the illegal theft of my mail—apparently associated with the cover-up of
the deadly deep-sixing conduct—and then address the issues involving key people in government that
constitute as great a threat to the nation as external terrorists.

Sincerely,

Rodney Stich
cc:
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence: Fax 1-202-226-0154; 1-202-225-1991.
Others
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Copies of those letters are at www.defraudingamerica.com.

Title 18 U.S.C. § 4. Misprision of felony. Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of the
United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to some judge or other person in civil or military authority
under the United States, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.
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